A class of dual integral equations is analyzed which arises in solution of a wide range of plane and antiplane contact problems of elasticity theory for a half-plane with functionally graded coating. In particular, a similar equation arises in solution of the contact problem on indentation in the presence of tangential stresses on a surface. The solution of the dual integral equation is sought in the form of a sum of even and odd functions. It makes possible to reduce the problem to independent solution of two dual integral equations over odd and even functions. Kernel transform of these equations is approximated by a product of fractional quadratic functions. The solution of dual integral equations is constructed in approximated analytical form by the bilateral asymptotic method. The expressions obtained are asymptotically exact for small and large values of a characteristic geometrical parameter.
Introduction
Contact mechanics attracts the researchers from all over the world for more than a century. For solution of contact problems, as well as the other mixed boundary value problems, methods based on complex analysis, the theory of potential functions and the theory of dual and singular integral equations are widely used [Ошибка! Источник ссылки не найден., 1] .
From the last decade of the previous century functionally graded (continuously inhomogeneous) and layered coatings are actively studied . Deformation of such materials is investigated caused by only mechanical loading [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] , simultaneous mechanical and thermal loading [8] [9] [10] , electromechanical loading [11, 12] , etc. Other important research directions are fracture of such materials [13] , deformation of stiff structures (beams and plates) made from such materials [14, 15] as well as bending of beams and plates lying on such materials [16, 17] , etc. Functionally graded and layered composite coatings are used for protection from wear, erosion, oxidation forced by high temperature, cracks formations, etc.
Contact problems for functionally graded or layered coatings are usually reduced to the solution of singular integral equations or dual integral equations, which requires development of special methods. Among methods of solution these equations the following should be noticed: regular [18] and singular [19] asymptotic methods, orthogonal polynomials [20] , collocation [21] and bilateral asymptotic [22] methods. The advantages of the bilateral asymptotic method in comparison with the others consist in following: the solution is constructed in the approximated analytical form and has high accuracy for coatings of any thickness; the method is effective for arbitrary variation of properties in depth of the coating.
The present paper addresses the solution of one class of dual integral equations arising in the solution of wide range of plane and antiplane contact problems, see for example [5, 17, 24, 25] . Feature of the paper is that the right-hand side of the integral equation is represented by the full Fourier series that can be used to model nonsymmetric contact. The solution of this dual integral equation is of interest for the tribology, in particular, in modeling of lubricated contact of solids with functionally graded or layered coatings [25] [26] [27] [28] .
Solution of dual integral equation
Let us consider the dual integral equation:
Here Q(α) is the Fourier image of function q(x) to be obtained, λ is real parameter (usually, describing geometrical properties), L(αλ) is the kernel transform of integral equation possessing:
can be represented by the full Fourier series:
Let us represent q(x) in the form of sum of even q + (x) and odd q -(x) functions. Then for Fourier images the following equation is satisfied:
Substitution of (2) into (1) makes it possible to split the dual integral equation into two independent dual integral equations:
Equations (3) and (4) can be solved using the bilateral asymptotic method [22] . For this purpose, let us approximate the kernel transform by the ratio of two polynomials in the variable α 2 λ
Algorithms for calculation of parameters A i ,B i (i=1,…,N) were described earlier [30] Let us introduce the notation: (6) and rewrite first equation in (3) in the form of differential equation using (5): 
From the oddity of the function p(x) it follows that Cm=0 (m=1,…,N). Using (6) and second equation in (3) following dual equation is obtained:
where p(x) is described in (7). Let us differentiate first equation in (8) 
Inverting the Hankel transformation in (9) yields
Let us invert Fourier transformation in (10):
Coefficients D m (m=1,…,N) are calculated from the system of linear algebraic equations below (n=1,…,N): (4) was obtained earlier [17, 23, 24] :
where 
Thus, solution of the original dual integral equation has the form:
To determine unknown constant P an additional condition is required. For the indentation problem such condition is equilibrium of the punch:
where P is the dimensionless indentation force.
Expressions (11)- (15) describe the approximated analytical solution of the dual integral equation (1) . It was shown [22] that if one approximates the kernel transform in (1) by expression (5) then the obtained solution is asymptotically exact for λ→0 and λ→∞. Let us rewrite (1) in the operator form:
where Π N (p)=f is the approximated equation. Therefore, the discrepancy Σ(p) satisfies the following inequalities:
where λ 0 , λ ∞ , M 0 and M ∞ are some constants independent from λ. It is obvious that the solution's precision for the intermediate values of λ depends on the error of approximation of the kernel transform by expression (5) . In the example of torsion problem it was shown [22] that the error of the solution is of the same order of magnitude as the error of the approximation of the kernel transform.
Conclusion
The results obtained can be used in solution of plane and antiplane contact problems of elasticity theory for solids with coatings (layered or functionally graded). In particular, indentation of an elastic half-plane with a functionally graded coating by a rigid punch with complicated geometry can be reduced to the dual integral equation (1) . Full Fourier series in the right-hand side makes it possible to consider a punch with nonsymmetric profile. Using Fourier series one can model additional non-symmetric loading acting in a finite region (region may differ from the contact area). Dual integral equation (1) can be also used in solution of frictional contact problems (for instance, caused by lubricant flow [26, 27, 29] ). In this case an iterative process can be organized to calculate contact pressure.
